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Abstract
We investigate the variation of the charged anti-de Sitter black hole under charged particle absorption
by considering thermodynamic volume. The variation exactly corresponds to that expected as the first law
of thermodynamics. Nevertheless, we find the decrease of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for extremal and
near-extremal black holes under the absorption to be an irreversible process. This violation of the second law
of thermodynamics is only found in the case considering thermodynamic volume. We test the weak cosmic
censorship conjecture affected by the violation. Fortunately, the conjecture is still valid. However, extremal and
near-extremal black holes do not change their configurations under the absorption. This is quite different from
the case without thermodynamic volume.
1rasenis@sejong.ac.kr
1 Introduction
A black hole has an event horizon through which any particle cannot escape from its gravity, even
light. Classically, it implies that no energy or matter can reach an observer located outside of a black
hole. However, in consideration of a quantum effect, a small portion of energy can be radiated to
outside of the horizon in a black hole spacetime. Then, from the radiated energy, the temperature of
the black hole is defined, and the black hole can be treated as a thermal system having this Hawking
temperature [1,2]. Further, black holes have an irreducible mass, which is a property that increases in
an irreversible process [3–6]. The irreducible mass is similar to the entropy in a thermal system, and
based on this similarity, the entropy of a black hole is obtained from the irreducible mass. This is the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole [7,8] and is proportional to the area of the horizon. Using
these two thermal properties, temperature and entropy, the laws of thermodynamics are constructed
for the black hole as a thermal system.
An interesting conjecture has been applied to the horizon of a black hole. It is called the weak
cosmic censorship conjecture in which the horizon of the black hole should cover its inside because
a singularity of the black hole geometry is located at the center of the spacetime [9, 10]. This is an
inevitable conjecture to save the causality of the spacetime from a naked singularity. Although the
conjecture is generally suggested for black holes, its validity should be tested for each case because
there is no general procedure to prove it. Moreover, the validity of the conjecture depends on the
methods of investigation. For the Kerr black hole, the conjecture is valid under adding a particle [11].
However, the near-extremal Kerr black hole can be overspun beyond its extremal bound by a particle,
so the conjecture is invalid [12]. To resolve this invalidity, in consideration of the self-force effect,
the conjecture is known to be valid for the Kerr black hole [13–15]. The Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN)
black hole was tested for validity of the conjecture with back-reaction effect [16, 17]. Furthermore,
various investigations have been conducted on the conjecture for not only black holes in Einstein’s
gravity, but also anti-de Sitter (AdS), lower-dimensional, or higher-dimensional black holes [18–30].
From a thermodynamic point of view, the conjecture is quite consistently related to the laws of
thermodynamics. If the entropy of the black hole increases as ensured by the second law for an
irreversible process, the horizon can cover the inside of a black hole as the conjecture suggests. In
addition, in the process, the variation of a black hole is consistent with the first law of thermodynamics
under a particle absorption [31,32].
The thermal properties have an important role in AdS spacetime. The gravity theory in D-
dimensional AdS spacetime is associated with the conformal field theory (CFT) defined on the bound-
ary of the AdS spacetime. This is the AdS/CFT correspondence [33–36]. Under this duality, the ther-
mal properties of the AdS black hole are also found in the dual CFT, so that the CFT is given at finite
temperature [37]. Currently, there are various applications of AdS/CFT duality. One of the represen-
tative applications is anti-de Sitter/quantum chromodynamics (AdS/QCD) correspondence [38–41].
Another is anti-de Sitter/condensed matter theory (AdS/CMT) correspondence [42,43]. Because each
solution of black holes is based on various gravity theories, its dual theory and physical interpretation
depend on the black hole concerned. Further, the instability of black holes in perturbation or ther-
modynamics affects the states of the dual CFT. For example, the charged AdS black hole is mainly
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related to the AdS/CMT applications. In the (2+1)-dimensional charged AdS black hole, its dual
theory is associated with the holographic superconductor [44–46]. In addition, Fermi-Luttinger liquids
is a model having resemblance to its dual theory [47,48].
The cosmological constant is a parameter which plays an important role in determining the asymp-
totic topology of a black hole spacetime. In the action of Einstein gravity, the cosmological constant
is fixed, so it is set to a constant value at any time. Recently, various interesting studies have been
conducted on the thermodynamics of black holes wherein the cosmological constant has been set to
a dynamic variable and interpreted as a pressure. In fact, the cosmological constant as a dynamic
variable was first considered a long time ago [49,50]. Furthermore, the pressure of the black hole space-
time is associated with the cosmological constant [51, 52], and its thermal conjugate is found to be a
thermodynamic volume [53, 54]. Under the cosmological constant as a dynamic variable, the mass of
the black hole corresponds to the enthalpy of the black hole system [55]. Owing to the pressure-volume
contribution, the first law of thermodynamics is extended to have PV term [56]. This considerably
affects the thermal phase of the black hole; various phenomena have been already investigated such
as Van der Waals fluids, reentrant phase transitions, and holographic heat engines [57–62].
In this work, we prove that the variation of the D-dimensional charged AdS black hole includ-
ing four dimensions follows the first law of thermodynamics considering the thermodynamic volume
term via the charged particle absorption. Further, we investigate the second law of thermodynamics.
Because particle absorption is an irreversible process, the entropy of the black hole should increase.
It has been already proved that the satisfaction of the first law of thermodynamics is a necessary
condition to ensure the second law of thermodynamics under particle absorption [31,32] in the case of
the non-thermodynamic volume term. Nevertheless, if the second law of thermodynamics is not valid
under the absorption, it would be the first violation of the second law of thermodynamics under the
correct first law of thermodynamics, which would only be seen in the case considering the pressure
and volume term. The second law of thermodynamics plays an important role in physical processes
such as the collision of black holes [63]. Considering the thermodynamic volume term, we assume the
cosmological constant as a dynamic variable in the metric of the black hole. Under this assumption,
we test the weak cosmic censorship conjecture by the charged particle absorption. Moreover, in the
Einstein-Maxwell action, the cosmological constant is not a dynamic variable, so we cannot test the
conjecture under the level of equations of motion. Thus, the particle absorption is almost the only
method to investigate the conjecture from the variation of the black hole including the pressure and
volume term.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the charged AdS black hole is introduced, and the
laws of thermodynamics are presented along with the dynamic cosmological constant. In section 3,
we establish the first law of thermodynamics under the charged particle absorption. Further, the
second law of thermodynamics is shown to be violated in specific cases. In section 4, we describe the
investigation of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture for the extremal and near-extremal black holes.
In section 5, we briefly summarize our results.
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2 Thermodynamic Volume in Charged AdS Black Hole
The Einstein-Maxwell action with the cosmological constant in the D-dimensional spacetime is
given as
S = − 1
16π
∫
dDx
√−g (R− FµνFµν − 2Λ) . (1)
where the spacetime dimensions are denoted as D and include four dimensions. Maxwell field strength
Fµν and electric potential Aµ areAµ are
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, A = − Q
rD−3
dt. (2)
The equations of motion from Eq. (1) have a static solution for the charged AdS black hole. The
metric of the black hole is in D-dimensional spacetime
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f(r)−1dr2 + r2dΩD−2, f(r) = 1− 2M
rD−3
+
Q2
r2D−6
+
r2
ℓ2
, (3)
where the D − 2-dimensional sphere is analytically denoted as
dΩD−2 =
D−2∑
i=1

 i∏
j=1
sin2 θj−1

 dθ2i , θ0 ≡ π2 , θD−2 ≡ φ. (4)
The metric components are determined in terms of mass and charge parameters M and Q with an
AdS radius ℓ in Eq. (3). These parameters are proportional to the mass Mb, electric charge Qb, and
cosmological constant Λ [64].
Mb =
(D − 2)ΩD−2
8π
M, Qb =
(D − 2)ΩD−2
8π
Q, Λ = −(D − 1)(D − 2)
2ℓ2
, (5)
where we set G = 1 and ~ = 1 in all dimensions for simplicity. The thermal properties can be defined
on the horizon rh of the black hole. Hawking temperature, Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, and electric
potential are given as
Th =
1
2πℓ2
(
rh − (D − 3)Q
2ℓ2
r2D−5
h
+
(D − 3)Mℓ2
rD−2
h
)
, Sh =
Ah
4
=
ΩD−2r
D−2
h
4
, Φh =
Q
rD−3
h
. (6)
Then, the thermodynamic laws can be constructed for the black hole. Recently, an interesting approach
has been followed to treat the cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable. From this point
of view, the cosmological constant is not a fixed value. Its actual value can be obtained from the
vacuum expectation value of the theory considered, so that it can vary under a perturbation [54].
Although the variation of the cosmological constant is not concrete in the Lagrangian theory, the
cosmological constant as a thermodynamic variable represents quite consistent behaviors with other
thermodynamic variables [53,56]. In this extended thermodynamics, the cosmological constant plays
the role of pressure P , and its conjugate variable is thermodynamic volume of the black hole Vb. The
definitions of thermodynamic pressure and volume are in D-dimensional AdS spacetime [66]
P = − Λ
8π
=
(D − 1)(D − 2)
16πℓ2
, Vb =
ΩD−2
D − 1r
D−1
h
. (7)
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When we consider the pressure term in the laws of thermodynamics, the key difference is that the mass
is now enthalpy in the first law of thermodynamics [54, 55]. Thus, the first law of thermodynamics
determines the infinitesimal change of the mass of the black hole as [65,66]
dMb = ThdSh +ΦhdQ+ VhdP, (8)
where the Mb plays a role as an enthalpy. The enthalpy is related to the internal energy of the black
hole Ub and the PVb term as
Mb = Ub + PVb. (9)
Therefore, the variation of the mass causes rebalancing not only of the horizon and electric charge,
but also the AdS radius in PVb term. In the following section, we will investigate the change in the
black hole by the charged particle absorption when the AdS radius is assumed to be infinitesimally
varied because of it.
3 Thermodynamics with Pressure and Volume under Charged Par-
ticle Absorption
We assume that the charged AdS black hole is varied by absorbing a charged particle. When the
black hole absorbs the particle, the conserved quantities of the particle can perturb both the mass and
charge of the black hole, and the AdS radius is subordinated to these changes owing to the contribution
of thermodynamic pressure and volume. To analyze this charged particle absorption, we will obtain
the relation between conserved quantities of the particle, because the conserved quantities of the black
hole are changed as much as those of the particle. Then, Hamiltonian of the charged particle under
an electric potential Aµ is given as
H = 1
2
gµν(pµ − qAµ)(pν − qAν), (10)
of which Hamiltonian equations are separable under Hamilton-Jacobi action [67]. The momentum pµ
is obtained in terms of a partial derivative of Hamilton-Jacobi action that
S =
1
2
m2λ− Et+ Lφ+ Sr(r) +
D−3∑
i=1
Sθi(θi), pµ = ∂µS. (11)
The Hamilton-Jacobi action describes a particle having a mass m2, and the affine parameter is λ. The
conserved quantities E and L are assumed from the translation symmetries of the metric in Eq. (3).
Owing to D-dimensional solution, the black hole includes a D − 2-dimensional sphere ΩD−2. The
angular momentum L is defined as the conserved quantity from the translation symmetry of the last
angle coordinate of ΩD−2. Thus, the summation in Eq. (11) runs from i = 1 to D − 3. To solve
Hamilton-Jacobi equations, we can use the inverse metric including D − 2-dimensional sphere, so
gµν∂µ∂ν = −f(r)−1(∂t)2 + f(r)(∂r)2 + r−2
D−2∑
i=1

 i∏
j=1
sin−2 θj−1

 (∂θi)2. (12)
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The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
−2∂S
∂λ
= −m2 =− f(r)−1(−E − qAt)2 + f(r)(∂rSr(r))2 (13)
+ r−2
D−3∑
i=1

 i∏
j=1
sin−2 θj−1

 (∂θiSθi(θi))2 + r−2

D−2∏
j=1
sin−2 θj−1

 (L)2,
which is divided by separate variables, K and Ri.
K = −m2r2 + r
2
f(r)
(−E + Qq
rD−3
)2 − r2f(r)(∂rSr(r))2, R2i = (∂iSθi(θi))2 + sin2 θiR2i+1, (14)
where two variables are defined that
K = R21, L = RD−2. (15)
Then, we can determine the entire equations of motion. The radial- and θ-directional equations are
sufficient to obtain the relation between energy and electric charge of the particle. The momenta of
the particle are
pr ≡ ∂r
∂λ
= f(r)
√
−K +m
2r2
r2f(r)
+
1
f(r)2
(
E − Qq
rD−3
)2
, pθ ≡ ∂θ
∂λ
=
1
r2
√
K − sin2 θ1R22. (16)
We attempt to determine the variation of the black hole which absorbs a charged particle. The particle
is supposed to be absorbed to the black hole when it passes through the outer horizon rh, because the
conserved quantities of the particle are not distinguishable anymore from those of the black hole at
that moment by an observer outside of the horizon. By removing the separate variable K in Eq. (16),
we obtain the relation between conserved quantities and momenta for a given radial location r. Then,
at the outer horizon rh, conserved quantities of the particle are absorbed to those of the black hole.
At the limit of the outer horizon, the energy relation between conserved quantities and momenta is
obtained as
E =
Q
rD−3
h
q + |pr|, (17)
in which various dependencies between variables are reduced to this simple relation. A positive sign is
required in front of the |pr| term. In the positive flow of time, the particle comes into the black hole.
At this moment, the energy of the particle should be defined as a positive value, so that the signs in
front of E and |pr| are the same and positive [3, 4]. Note that we consider the energy dependent on
the electric potential term. However, the potential is independent of the flow of time and only related
to the interaction between particle and black hole. Thus, the total value of energy under the sum of
the potential is not important, and we simply choose the positive sign in front of |pr|.
Absorbing the charged particle, the black hole is varied by the same quantity as that of the particle,
assuming no loss of conserved quantities in this process. This is supported by the change of the black
hole following the first law of thermodynamics. The charge of the particle q is coincident to the change
of the charge of the black hole dQb. The energy of the particle is only given as q and |pr| at the horizon
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in Eq. (17), so we must find a thermodynamic potential of which the variables also change by q and
|pr|. If we assume that the energy of the particle changes the internal energy of the black hole, the
internal energy is given as Ub(Qb, Sb, Vb), so that its variation will be given as dQb, dSb, and dVb.
Fortunately, these variables will be denoted in terms of those of the particle. The energy and electric
charge of the particle become
E = dUb = d(Mb − PVb), q = dQb. (18)
Then, the energy relation in Eq. (17) is rewritten as
dUb =
Q
rD−3
h
dQb + |pr|. (19)
Thus, the charged particle changes the black hole as much as (dUb, dQb), and the change of the
black hole volume induces the change of its conjugate variable, pressure. Under the charged particle
absorption, the changed variables are (dMb, dQb, dℓ). The other variables depend on these. To rewrite
Eq. (19) to the first law of thermodynamics, we need to find dSh changed by the absorption. Under
the variation,
dSh =
1
4
(D − 2)ΩD−2rD−3h drh, (20)
where the change of the outer horizon drh should be rewritten as independent variables such as (q, |pr|)
of the particle. The particle absorption varies the function f(r), and its change is the reason of moved
outer horizon rh + drh. The infinitesimally moved outer horizon drh satisfies
dfh =
∂fh
∂Mb
dMb +
∂fh
∂Qb
dQb +
∂fh
∂ℓ
dℓ+
∂fh
∂rh
drh = 0, fh = f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, rh), (21)
with
∂fh
∂Mb
= − 16π
(D − 2)ΩD−2rD−3h
,
∂fh
∂Qb
=
16πQ
(D − 2)ΩD−2r2D−6h
, (22)
∂fh
∂ℓ
= −2r
2
h
ℓ3
,
∂fh
∂rh
= −(2D − 6)Q
2
r2D−5
h
+
2(D − 3)M
rD−2
h
+
2rh
ℓ2
.
In addition, the energy relation in Eq. (19) is rewritten in terms of the enthalpy
dMb − d(PVh) = 8πQb
(D − 2)ΩD−2rD−3dQb + |p
r|. (23)
By combining Eqs. (21) and (23), we can remove the dℓ term. Then, interestingly, except for the |pr|
and drh variables, the others are removed. The change of the outer horizon becomes
drh =
16πr4
h
ℓ2|pr|
ΩD−2(D − 2)(D − 3)(rD+2h − 2Mr3hℓ2 + 2rDh ℓ2)
. (24)
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Therefore, under the energy relation, the variations of entropy, and thermodynamic volume of the
black hole is obtained as
dSh =
4πrD+1
h
ℓ2|pr|
(D − 3)(rD+2
h
− 2Mr3
h
ℓ2 + 2rD
h
ℓ2)
, (25)
dVh =
16πrD+1
h
ℓ2|pr|
(D − 2)(D − 3)(rD+2
h
− 2Mr3
h
ℓ2 + 2rD
h
ℓ2)
.
Incorporating Eqs. (6), (7), and (25), the energy relation of Eq. (19) becomes the first law of thermo-
dynamics that
dUh = ΦhdQb + ThdSh − PdVh. (26)
Because the mass of the black hole is already defined to the enthalpy of the black hole, the internal
energy can be exchanged with the enthalpy by the Legendre transformation, so
dMb = ThdSh +ΦhdQ+ VhdP. (27)
Thus, we prove the coincidence between the variation of the D-dimensional charged black hole and
the first law of thermodynamics under the charged particle absorption.
The second law of thermodynamics expects the increase of the entropy of the black hole in an
irreversible process. As the charged particle absorption is an irreversible process, the entropy becomes
greater than before the absorption. The validity of this statement is easily checked by the sign of
dSh in Eq. (25). Moreover, we obtain the violation of the second law of thermodynamics in parameter
ranges. Specifically, the denominator of dSh has a negative value for the extremal black hole,
rD+2
h
− 2Mr3hℓ2 + 2rDh ℓ2 = −
(D − 1)rD+2
h
(D − 3) < 0, (28)
which means that the entropy of the black hole decreases at least for the extremal case for all dimen-
sions, D ≥ 4. Therefore, the second law of thermodynamics is violated under the consideration of
(a) Q−M diagram for D = 4. (b) Q−M diagram for D = 5. (c) Q−M diagram for D = 6.
Figure 1: The scaled dSh in Q−M diagrams with ℓ = 1.
PVb term for the charged particle absorption. This behavior is interesting and observable only with
the PVb term in the first law of thermodynamics. Note that without the PV term, the second law
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of thermodynamics is always ensured under satisfying the first law of thermodynamics [31]. Using
dSh in Eq. (25), we investigate parameter ranges within which this violation occurs. The area of the
violation depends on the spacetime dimensions. The parameter space (Q,M) is limited due to the
extremal condition for D-dimensional black holes in Fig. 1 in which negative maxima is scaled to have
around −5. As already shown in Eq. (28), the decrease of the entropy appears in ranges close to the
extremal black holes. Then, as the black hole electrically neutralizes more than the extremal ones, the
entropy increases. The area of the decrease is obtained in higher dimensions as shown in Fig. 1 from
(a) to (c). In Fig. 1 (a), (b), and (c), we show parameter spaces of higher-dimensional black holes from
four to six dimensions. The range of the violation appears in extremal and near-extremal condition.
This also implies that the entropy needs a correction term to resolve the violation when we consider
thermodynamic pressure and volume.
4 Weak Cosmic Censorship Conjecture with Pressure and Volume
In consideration of thermodynamic volume, the charged particle absorption can reproduce the
first law of thermodynamics in terms of enthalpy. However, although the particle absorption is an
irreversible process, we find the violation of the second law of thermodynamics in the process, and the
entropy of the black hole decreases for extremal and near-extremal black holes. Without PVb term,
the second law of thermodynamics is satisfied to validate the weak cosmic censorship conjecture under
the absorption. Thus, owing to the violation of the second law with the PVb term, we can expect that
the cosmic censorship is affected by the term [32].
As the violation of the second law of thermodynamics occurs in extremal and near-extremal black
holes, the changes of extremal and near-extremal black holes become very different from those of non-
extremal ones. This change can be estimated from a behavior of the function f(r) ≡ f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r)
in the metric of Eq. (3). The function f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r) of the black hole has only one minimum point
rmin which satisfies
f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r)|r=rmin ≡ fmin = δ ≤ 0, ∂rf(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r)|r=rmin ≡ f ′min = 0, (29)
with
(∂r)
2f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r)|r=rmin > 0. (30)
The minimum value of the function f(Mb, Qb, ℓ, r) is δ, and δ = 0 for the extremal black hole.
In addition, the inner and outer horizons are located around the minimum point. We explicitly
denote variables (Mb, Qb, ℓ) changed by the absorption. The conserved quantities of the particle
infinitesimally change variables into (Mb+ dMb, Qb+ dQb, ℓ+ dℓ). Then, owing to these changes, the
locations of minimum point and outer horizon both are infinitesimally moved to rmin → rmin + drmin
and rh → rh + drh. Under these changes, the configuration of the black hole after the absorption can
be expected from a change of the minimum value of the function dfmin. Then, the moved minimum
point satisfies
∂rf(Mb + dMb, Qb + dQb, ℓ+ dℓ, r)|r=rmin+drmin = f ′min + df ′min = 0, (31)
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which is in terms of variables with partial derivatives
df ′min =
∂f ′
min
∂Mb
dMb +
∂f ′
min
∂Qb
dQb +
∂f ′
min
∂ℓ
dℓ+
∂f ′
min
∂rmin
drmin = 0, (32)
with
∂f ′min
∂Mb
=
16(D − 3)π
(D − 2)ΩD−2rD−2min
,
∂f ′min
∂Qb
= − 16(2D − 6)πQ
(D − 2)ΩD−2r2D−5min
,
∂f ′min
∂ℓ
= −4rmin
ℓ3
. (33)
The value of the minimum at rmin + drmin becomes
f(Mb + dMb, Qb + dQb, ℓ+ dℓ, r)|r=rmin+drmin = fmin + dfmin (34)
= δ +
(
∂fmin
∂Mb
dMb +
∂fmin
∂Qb
dQb +
∂fmin
∂ℓ
dℓ
)
,
where we use f ′min = 0 in Eq. (29). Then, we can obtain (dMb, dℓ) in terms of the particle charges
(q, |pr|) under the particle absorption. Owing to the location of the absorption, the outer horizon, the
value of the minimum is obtained under (rmin, rh). However, this is too complex to analyze and write.
Instead, we can impose the condition for the near-extremal black hole that
δ → δǫ, rh → rmin + ǫ. (35)
The outer horizon of the near-extremal black hole is located slightly to the right of the minimum
point, and the minimum value is a very small negative value. This is given as |δǫ|, ǫ ≪ 1. For the
near-extremal black hole, the moved minimum value is
fmin + dfmin =
(
δǫ +
32πr5min(−1− (D − 2)r1−2Dmin (−Q2r3min +MrDmin)ℓ2)|pr|
ΩD−2(D − 3)(D − 2)(rD+2min − 2Mr3minℓ2 + 2rDminℓ2)
)
+O(ǫ), (36)
where we skip to write the first order of ǫ. To simplify this expansion, if we remove Q2 term by using
f ′
min
= 0, then, this becomes
fmin + dfmin = δǫ +O(ǫ2). (37)
The first order of ǫ is also removed, and the minimum value of the extremal black hole is
fmin + dfmin = 0, δǫ = 0, ǫ = 0. (38)
Therefore, extremal and near-extremal black holes stay at their minimum, so their phases cannot be
changed, even if they are charged or discharged by the charged particle absorption. This result is quite
different from that in cases of no PVb term where the extremal black holes are easily broken into a
non-extremal one by the absorption. Because the extremal black hole does not change its minimum
value, the varied extremal black hole can stay on the δ = 0 surface as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Further,
from Eq. (28), to decrease the entropy, the extremal black hole should be contracted under the particle
absorption in Fig. 2 (b). On the plane of (Q,M, ℓ), the phase of the extremal black hole moves in
a three-dimensional direction, because the AdS radius is changed by the absorption. However, as
shown in the M − Q diagram of Fig. 2 (b), the extremal black hole stays on the extremal line. The
near-extremal black hole also moves its own value of δ.
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(a) (Q,M, ℓ) surface satisfying δ = 0.
δ=0
δ=-5
δ=-15
δ=-50
δ=-300
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
0
1
2
3
4
5
Q
M
(b) Q−M lines in the ℓ = 1 slice for values of δ.
Figure 2: (Q,M, ℓ) surface and Q−M diagram
5 Summary
We investigated variations of the charged AdS black hole under the charged particle absorption
by considering the pressure as a cosmological constant. It is known that the thermal conjugate of the
pressure is the volume of the black hole inside of the horizon. However, the cosmological constant
is not a variable in the action and equations of the motion, so the dynamical effect is not easy to
predict with the pressure term. To elucidate the effect of the pressure and volume terms, we consider
an infinitesimal variation of the black hole by a charged particle. This is almost the only way to
demonstrate the effect of an external particle without using entire equations of the motion. Then,
when the particle is absorbed into the black hole, the black hole varies by as much as the conserved
quantities of the charged particle. The change of the black hole exactly corresponds to the first law of
thermodynamics in terms of the enthalpy. However, the second law of thermodynamics is violated for
the extremal and near-extremal black holes in which the entropy decreases under the absorption. It
implies that, at least, the entropy of the black hole needs a correction which should not be proportional
to the outer horizon. The violation of the second law of thermodynamics can be related to the weak
cosmic censorship conjecture which is related to the stability of the horizon. The stability can be shown
from the change of the minimum value of the function f(M,Q, ℓ, r) under the absorption. Interestingly,
the variation of the minimum value is quite different from that in the case without the pressure term.
The minimum value of the function f(M,Q, ℓ, r) is not changed for extremal and near-extremal black
holes under the absorption. It implies that the extremal or near-extremal black holes still stay as
they are after an absorption of the external particle. Thus, even if extremal or near-extremal black
holes are charged or discharged by the absorption, they maintain their extremality or near-extremality.
This result cannot be seen in the charged particle absorption without the thermodynamic pressure
and volume term. In addition, owing to the maintenance of its minimum value, the extremal black
hole cannot be overcharged in the process. This ensures the stability of the horizon under the charged
particle absorption.
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